
Create the Community Novel  

Saturday, January 31, 2015 • Noon-2 p.m.  

Marvin Auditorium 101BC  

Learn self-publishing from start to finish with the library’s Community Novel editorial team. 

You’ll work with other writers to write, edit and publish a teen novel set in Topeka. Bring your 

premise ideas for a futuristic choose-your-own-adventure. Learn more at tscpl.org/novel. 

 

Expected products: 

Potential participants will express interest in writing, editing, publishing and a variety of other tasks 

related to writing, editing and publishing a novel. 

Group will reach consensus on a premise idea, setting and character ideas. 

 

Agenda and timeline: 

 12:00-12:10 pm welcome, paperwork and networking with other writers 

 12:10 pm – Introductions and preview of communication tools for 2015 community novel 

 12:20 pm Vision for the project, actual deadlines calendar 

 12:30 pm - Roles you could take in the project (plus what are we missing here, either that you 

want to do or that you see us needing?) 

 12:45 – PREMISE – 10 minutes for pitching premises, 10 minutes to come to consensus, 10 

minutes to develop premise idea together. 

 1:15 pm CHARACTER – as informed by the premise decision – is this a single character? Dual 

character? Ensemble cast? 

 1:45 wrap up, questions, moving forward 

 

EMAIL LISSA OR MIRANDA if you are interested in being part of the 2015 community novel project but 

cannot attend. Also email us if you are interested in taking a more active role in the project 

management, writing, editing, illustrating, online or print publishing. 

Lissa Staley estaley@tscpl.org 

Miranda Ericsson mericsson@tscpl.org 

 

 

mailto:estaley@tscpl.org
mailto:mericsson@tscpl.org


COMMUNITY NOVEL: PREMISE GUIDELINES 

Everyone is welcome to bring an idea for the premise. If you can’t attend the January 31 meeting, 

email Lissa or Miranda your idea in advance. 

Premise “pitches” should be brief - 2-4 sentences long and meet these guidelines if possible.  

Whether you are bringing a premise idea for the group to consider, or want to contribute to the 

discussion for choosing the premise for this year’s community novel, these guidelines will help: 

 
Community novel premise: 

 Many other people can write the premise without too much extra research 

 The ending (and even the middle) aren’t outlined or prescribed in the premise – everyone can 
develop the plot as we go 

 
Required criteria: 

 Set in Topeka 

 Set in “future” – can be near future 

 Teen main characters 
 
Choose Your Own Adventure style 

 PLOT driven with lots of choices and many possible outcomes and twists 

 Characters can remain consistent while ACTION drives story 
 
Possible settings/scenarios for “futuristic Topeka” premise 

 Terrorist Attack 

 Class Wars 

 Aliens (peaceful or not?) 

 Exploration  

 Natural Disaster  

 Conservation (attempting to save species) 

 Dystopia not named above 
 
 

Suggestion (borrowed from John Scalzi’s Lock In) to get writers and readers on the same page: How do 

we introduce the “future” Topeka in our book? – “reprint” a web article or facebook post or some 

documentation to get the setting established???? And gets us as readers and writers into that world? 

 

Questions that the group may work out in discussion: What year is it? Basically, how (at least initially in 

the story) is Topeka different at this time? What year were the main characters born? What age are they 

now? What does technology (at least initially in the story) look like during this time and how has it 

changed society and communication? How many main characters, genders, ethnicities, major defining 

things like uses a wheelchair, etc.?  


